
TEANINICH DISTILLERY, HIGHLAND

The Mossburn Vintage Casks range are a collection of Single Malt 
Scotch Whiskies each issuing from a strictly limited and select batch 
of casks. Each numbered release will only ever yield a finite number 
of bottles. While this means that we can never replicate the particular 
character of this Single Malt, it also offers an opportunity to sample 
what we believe to be an exceptional example of the whisky made by 
one of Scotland’s most distinguished distilleries.

Tasting Notes
Lying by the Cromarty Firth in the Northern Highlands, the Teaninch 
Distillery utilizes a long fermentation to produce fragrant, oily spirit 
with a distinct grassiness. We have aged this whisky in refill Oloroso 
Butts which have left a delightful bouquet of mixed herbs and spices 
on the nose with a touch of lavender coming through; it has developed 
a rounded, spicy and complex flavor with subtle notes of sweet pepper 
towards the finish. The restricted oak influence from the large 500L 
casks allowed us to bottle this at cask strength to promote the distillery’s 
trademark herbaceousness.

At Mossburn we only produce hand-
crafted whiskies of the highest quality, 
selected from our own aging stock. 
For this Vintage Casks range we have 
sought out Single Malts of interest, 
issued from specific vintages, with full 
traceability of the distillation and cask 
aging they have undergone.
The master blender has specially 
selected these barrels from our aging 
warehouses, where many Single Malt 
Casks lie slowly maturing, as worthy of special Mossburn Distillers & 
Blenders bottling. Each batch exhibited the classic hallmarks of balance, 
depth and complexity that only the best Single Malts can deliver.
This select release has been bottled at cask strength, without any 
coloring or chill filtration, to showcase the purest expression of the 
Single Malt’s character.

Product Speyside Single Malt Scotch Whisky

ABV 59.1% - bottled at cask strength

Volume 750ml

Pack size 6

UPC 8-10913-03007-6 

Non chill-filtered, not colored

PRODUCT INFORMATION

PRODUCER SUMMARY

AGED 10 YEARS IN CASK


